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Abstract—We propose a blind interference alignment scheme
for partially connected cellular networks. The scheme cancels
both intracell and intercell interference by relying on receivers
with one reconfigurable antenna and by allowing users at the cell
edge to be served by all the base stations in their proximity. An
outer bound for the degrees of freedom is derived for general
partially connected networks with single-antenna receivers when
knowledge of the channel state information at the transmitter is
not available. It is demonstrated that for symmetric scenarios, this
outer bound is achieved by the proposed scheme. On the other
hand, for asymmetric scenarios, the achievable degrees of freedom
are not always equal to the outer bound. However, the penalty is
typically small, and the proposed scheme outperforms other blind
interference alignment schemes. Moreover, significant reduction
of the supersymbol length is achieved compared with a standard
blind interference alignment strategy designed for fully connected
networks.
Index Terms—Blind interference alignment, cellular networks,
degrees of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE pressing need to improve the efficiency of wirelesssystems has led to the intensive study of interference and
its effect on communication. Until fairly recently, the typical
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design approach was to avoid interference as much as possible.
Lately, there has been a gradual shift to operating in the presence
of interference. Interference Alignment (IA) is based on this ap-
proach [1]. The aim of IA is to ensure that, at each receiver, all
interference is contained in a signal subspace with the smallest
possible dimension. It is then possible to cancel the effect of in-
terference by projecting the received signal onto the orthogonal
subspace of the subspace containing the interference [2].
The concept of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) is often employed
to characterize the performance of variants of IA in the high
SNR regime [3], [4]. It has been shown that, for several sce-
narios, IA attains the optimal DoF. Several variants of IA exist,
depending on the amount of channel knowledge that is available
at the transmitter, the scenario over which IA is applied, and the
channel statistics. An overview of IA is given in [5].
An important assumption of the first IA schemes that were
proposed was perfect Channel State Information is available at
the Transmitter (CSIT). This requirement is often challenging
or even impossible to satisfy in a realistic implementation
[6]. Recently, a technique called Blind Interference Align-
ment (BIA) was proposed for the Multiuser Multiple-Input
Single-Output (MU-MISO) Broadcast Channel that achieves
a growth in DoF compared with orthogonal techniques such
as TDMA or FDMA [2], [7], [8]. As demonstrated in [7], if
the transmitter is equipped with antennas that serve
single-antenna users, the sum DoF that is achieved by BIA is
, which is also the outer bound for this setting [9].
As will be discussed in more detail in Section II, the BIA
scheme of [7] requires that the channel not change during one
supersymbol. Therefore, coherence time or bandwidth is impor-
tant when determining whether BIA can be used. This motivates
the search for BIA schemes that require short supersymbols.
Moreover, each user needs to be equipped with a reconfigurable
antenna whose function is to switch its radiation pattern among
a set of preset modes [10]. Although this adds complexity to the
receiver, there has been active interest and recent progress in the
area, which makes it likely that such receivers may be afford-
able in the future.
The BIA scheme of [7], which will be called standard BIA
(sBIA) from now on, was devised for one multiple-antenna base
station (BS). Clearly, it is of interest to investigate how the
scheme can be applied to cellular systems and what the achiev-
able rates are. The performance of sBIA in cellular and cluster
systems was analyzed in [11]. It was shown that the rates of the
users located at the cell edge can be poor because of intercell in-
terference. In [12], ways to apply sBIA to cellular scenarios such
as Frequency Reuse (FR) were proposed and were compared to
Linear Zero Forcing Beamforming (LZFB) [13] taking into ac-
count the cost of CSIT. One interesting observation in [11] and
[12] was that, if the BIA codes of the BSs of neighboring cells
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are synchronized, intercell interference can be reduced consid-
erably. In addition to coordination among the BSs, the authors
in [14] derive a scheme that relies on data sharing when trans-
mitting data to cell-edge users. This way, intercell interference
is completely cancelled. Although this scheme improves signif-
icantly the rates of cell-edge users at low SNRs, there is a loss
in DoF because of the identical data that are sent by all BSs that
transmit to cell-edge users.
In order to maximize the achievable DoF over the entire cel-
lular system when using BIA, a straightforward approach would
be to apply a fully coordinated BIA scheme (cBIA) among all
BSs in the system. Assuming BSs each with antennas,
the total number of antennas is equal to . If
is the number of active users in the entire network,
DoF could potentially be achieved. Clearly, such an approach
would be costly in practice because of the need for all BSs to
share data of all users. Moreover, because of the large number
of antennas and users, the length of the supersymbol could be
large, meaning that large channel coherence time or bandwidth
would also be necessary. Last but not least, full connectivity
would be required in the system, which is generally not true in
several practical scenarios. Due to the partial connectivity [15],
only signals of a small number of BSs can be decoded at each
user. Users at the cell edge can receive data with an accept-
able Signal-to-Noise ratio. In contrast, for users located near a
BS, the signals from other BSs are weaker and their decoding is
strongly handicapped by the noise power.
At first sight, it may appear that partial connectivity leads to a
loss in DoF. Interestingly, this is not the case. A major objective
of this paper is to demonstrate that, owing to the partial con-
nectivity, use of BIA can actually lead to more DoF than if the
systemwere fully connected. In retrospect, this is not surprising.
The same way that large path loss can help increase spectral effi-
ciency by allowing frequency reuse, partial connectivity allows
simultaneous transmission of more data streams compared to a
fully connected network. As an example, in [16] it is shown that,
in a -user interference channel, there exist scenarios where
treating interference as noise achieves all points in the capacity
region up to a constant gap, namely it is DoF-optimal.
In this paper, a network BIA (nBIA) scheme is proposed for
partially connected cellular networks. The scheme differentiates
between “private” users near the BSs who treat intercell inter-
ference as noise and “shared” users at the cell edge who are con-
nected to all BSs in their proximity. Unlike [14], the BSs do not
share data. Instead, each BS handles the transmission of part
of the overall data stream. For the symmetric scenario, where
the number of private users, , in each cell is the same, it is
shown that the proposed scheme is DoF-optimal. Moreover, as
will be shown, owing to the partially connected topology, fewer
reconfigurable modes are needed for the private users. Finally,
the nBIA supersymbol is shorter than cBIA. This relaxes the
requirements for the coherence time or bandwidth, and renders
the scheme attractive for practical implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the system model is presented. Section III introduces
a toy example to provide an overview of cBIA and, at the same
time, motivates our work. Section IV presents the network
BIA (nBIA) scheme for a symmetric cellular network with
partial connectivity. In Section V, we provide an outer bound
for the sum-DoF in a partially connected network. From this
Fig. 1. Cellular system with partial connectivity and BSs. Each BS is
equipped with antennas and serves private users as well as
shared users together with the other BSs.
outer bound, we show that nBIA is DoF-optimal for symmetric
scenarios. An extension of the nBIA scheme for asymmetric
user distributions is presented in Section VI. In Section VII
closed-form expressions are derived for the rates achieved by
nBIA. Section VIII shows several simulation results where
the performance of nBIA is compared to other BIA schemes.
Finally, Section IX provides concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a set of Base Stations (BSs)
that want to send a set of messages to
users in a partially connected cellular network as
shown in Fig. 1. Each BS , has transmit
antennas and wishes to send data to a set of private users
as well as a set of shared users
located on the edge of all cells.
Each private user is equipped with one reconfigurable an-
tenna that can switch among preset modes, whereas each
shared user can switch among modes1.
Therefore, if denotes the antenna mode of private
user of BS at time , the signal received by the user at
time can be written as
(1)
where is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN),
(2)
1In practice, in a network with user mobility, each user should be able to
switch among preset modes, since it may transition from being private to
being shared and vice versa.
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Fig. 2. Supersymbol for the cBIA scheme applied to antennas serving users.
and
(3)
with and is a
vector of zeros of dimension . In (2), is
the signal sent by BS at time , whereas in (3),
contains
the channel coefficients between the antennas of BS
and the single antenna of private user when its radiation
pattern is set to mode . As can be seen in
(3), we model the situation where the private
users of cell are close to BS , and assume that signals
received from any other BS are negligible. Thus, no
data sharing among the BSs is required to serve the private
users, and does not contain data intended to any private
user .
Similar to the model for the private users, the signal received
by shared user at time can be written as
(4)
where, is as defined in (2) and
(5)
with and denoting
the channel between the antennas of BS and shared user
for mode . We use index instead of to distinguish
from private users. It is assumed that shared users can receive
signals from all BSs because of their location in the network.
As a result, the task of sending data to the shared users can be
jointly undertaken by the BSs.
We also assume that the channel input is subject to an av-
erage power constraint for all and
. Furthermore, the channels between each user, whether
private or shared, and the BSs are considered to be drawn from a
continuous distribution and, therefore, are linearly independent
almost surely. We also assume that the switching pattern func-
tions and are predetermined and are known
to everyone in the system. On the contrary, we assume that the
transmitters do not have any channel state information (CSIT).
Moreover, we assume that the physical channels stay constant
across a sufficient number of time or frequency slots. For sim-
plicity, we focus on the temporal dimension, without loss of
generality. Hence, from now on each symbol extension cor-
responds to a time slot. The application of the scheme along
frequency slots is straightforward.
III. FULLY COOPERATIVE BLIND INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT
A. A Fully Cooperative Scheme
The sBIA scheme can be extended to a cellular system in
a straightforward way by creating a fully cooperative BIA
(cBIA) scheme where, as in a network MIMO system, full
connectivity and full data sharing among all BSs is assumed. If
antennas transmit to all users, which
can switch among reconfigurable modes, following the
scheme in [7] a supersymbol that contains
alignment blocks per user, each providing DoF to the user,
can be built over symbol
extensions. A generic cBIA supersymbol is shown in Fig. 2.
In the supersymbol, user switches among all preset
modes during each alignment block, while the channels
of all other users, , remain in a specific preset
mode. For example, in Fig. 2 the first alignment block of user 1
is composed by the first symbol extensions of Block
1 plus symbol extension (the first symbol ex-
tension of Block 2). Therefore, if we ignore the noise, a typical
signal vector received by




where is a full-rank matrix, and,
for simplicity, the temporal index refers to the position of the
symbol extension in the alignment block instead of its position
in the supersymbol. In the BIA scheme of [7], the interference
term in (6) can be removed by measuring it in appropriate slots
of Block 2. Then as long as the are linearly inde-
pendent, the data streams can be decoded by inverting
the resulting linear system , where is the
received signal after interference subtraction.
Since each of the users achieves DoF in each of its
alignment blocks, which are distributed over
a supersymbol of symbol
extensions, the sum DoF per symbol extension of cBIA is
(7)
3
Fig. 3. Toy example: downlink scenario with full connectivity. The BSs are
equipped with antennas each, and serve users.
where . For the symmetric scenario
for which and for all , (7) reduces to
(8)
For illustrative purposes, we consider the toy example shown
in Fig. 3, where each BS is equipped with antennas.
Each cell contains private user, whereas
shared user is located in the inter-cell area. Hence, the system
has a total of users. For this setting,
cBIA achieves 2 DoF per symbol extension by employing a su-
persymbol comprising 54 symbol extensions.
B. Moving to Partially Connected Networks
The cBIA scheme relies on the assumption of full connec-
tivity, which does not hold in a typical cellular system. By re-
instating the assumption that private users only receive signals
from their respective BS, the DoF in (7) are no longer achiev-
able if cBIA is applied. In a scenario with partial connectivity,
as the one shown in Fig. 1, the channel between the BSs and
private user at cell can be approximated as shown in (3),
i.e., . Conse-
quently, the channel matrix
(9)
corresponding to private user is no longer full-rank. Be-
cause of this, in (6) private user cannot decode the data
streams sent by BSs . Therefore, even if full data
sharing is allowed between the BSs, cBIA fails to achieve the
DoF given by (7) because of the lack of full connectivity.
Two questions that arise naturally are whether it is possible
to devise a scheme that works in a scenario with partial connec-
tivity and transmitters and what the achievable DoF are. In
this paper we propose a network BIA scheme (nBIA) that not
only allows the application of BIA to partially connected net-
works, but also attains more DoF than (7). To achieve this, we
leverage the partial connectivity as a resource that allows to ob-
tain more DoF, and decrease the number of modes used by the
private users as well as the length of the supersymbol, which is
one of the major limitations when applying cBIA in practical
systems.
IV. A NETWORK BLIND INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT SCHEME
FOR PARTIALLY CONNECTED CELLULAR NETWORKS
In this section, we present the network BIA (nBIA) scheme
for partially connected networks. We first describe the key idea
of nBIA using the toy example of Section III. Then, for the sake
Fig. 4. Supersymbol of the nBIA scheme for the toy example.
, and .
of an easy exposition we describe nBIA for the symmetric sce-
nario with BSs, each equipped with antennas serving
private users and shared users.
A. The Key to Blind Interference Alignment in Cellular
Systems
Consider again the toy example of Fig. 3. This time, as shown
in the figure, partial connectivity is assumed. The shared user
receive data from both BS. On the other hand, each private user,
i.e., and , can only be served by its corresponding BS,
BS 1 and BS 2, respectively. Thus, user does not decode the
data sent by any other BS . As a positive counterpart
of this lack of connectivity, private users of a given BS are not
subject to interference by any other BS, at least in theory.
Since cBIA does not take into account the lack of full con-
nectivity, it does not achieve (8). For the toy example, cBIA
achieves DoF when there is partial connectivity, which is less
than the 2 DoF attained in a fully connected system. As an al-




and . The vectors
and contain the symbols transmitted by
BS to and , respectively, and and are the 4 4
identity and zero matrix, respectively.
Let us first focus on the transmission of data to shared user
. As is explained in [7], since is served by both BSs, to
send distinguishable data streams, the4
BSs need to transmit repetitively during 4 symbol exten-
sions over which the antenna of switches through
different modes. At the same time, the beams need to be aligned
into one dimension at the users that are subject to interference
by the signal sent to . Therefore, during these symbol ex-
tensions, and maintain the same mode. For instance,
by looking at the supersymbol of Fig. 4 and the beamforming
matrix of (10), we can check that symbol extensions 1, 2, 3 and
7 constitute an alignment block for . If we ignore the noise,
the signal received at user is
(11)
Since the channels are generic, once
the second term associated with the interference has been re-
moved, user can decode the 4 data streams . Now, if
we consider the signal received at the private users
(12)
, we can observe that the four transmis-
sions of are aligned into one
dimension at the private users. This way, since during symbol
extension 7 BS only transmits , by applying zero
forcing based on can subtract the interference
during symbol extensions 1, 2 and 3.
Next, we concentrate on the transmission to private user .
Unlike shared user can only be served by BS 1. To
send distinguishable symbols, , to user in
the absence of CSIT, BS 1 repeatedly transmits during
2 symbol extensions over which the antenna of switches
through modes. Moreover, to align the two transmis-
sions of into one dimension at the users subject to in-
terference because of the transmission to user , the affected
users should keep the same radiation pattern. However, due to
the partial connectivity of the network, is now the only user
subject to interference. Therefore, the radiation pattern of its an-
tenna is the only one that has to be kept constant to project the
interference caused by the transmissions of into one di-
mension. From the supersymbol of Fig. 4, we can easily check
that the pairs of symbol extensions and sat-
isfy all the previous conditions. Each of these pairs constitutes
an alignment block for private user . For instance, con-
sider the alignment block formed by symbol extensions .
Ignoring the noise, the signal received by the private user is
(13)
Private user applies zero forcing based on to re-
move the interference at time instants 1, 2 and 3 (see (12)). Con-
sequently, due to the fact that the channels
, are generic, the 2 symbols in can be decoded.
The same procedure can be followed to decode the data steams
and transmitted repetitively over the pairs of
symbol extensions and , respectively.
Recall that, as can be seen from (13), the transmission of data
to private users of a specific cell does not cause interference to
private users of other cells. Consequently, can reuse the
same radiation pattern and the same beamforming matrix as
, as can also be verified from (10) and Fig. 4. This way,
each pair of symbol extensions and also
constitutes an alignment block of . Moreover, note that in
(11) the interference associated with the repeated transmissions
of by BS 2 along the -th alignment block of is
aligned into the same single dimension as the transmissions of
by BS 1 along the -th alignment block of . Hence,
in (11) the interference term associated with the transmission of
and can be removed if user applies zero
forcing based on the signals received during the time slot over
which it is not receiving data. For instance, if applies zero
forcing based on , it can
remove all interference during symbol extension 1. Similarly,
can remove the interference during symbol extensions 2
and 3 by applying zero forcing based on and ,
respectively.
In summary, using a reconfigurable antenna with
modes, each private user achieves 6 DoF, 2 DoF per alignment
block. At the same time, using a single antenna with 4 modes,
shared user achieves 4 DoF over only one alignment block.
Therefore, a total of 16 DoF are achieved along 7 symbol exten-
sions, which yields 16/7 DoF per symbol extension. Note that
the new scheme improves upon the 2 DoF per symbol exten-
sion achieved by cBIA in a network where there is full connec-
tivity and where all BSs share data intended to every user of the
system. Furthermore, the improvement is achieved using a su-
persymbol of 7 instead of 54 symbol extensions.
To conclude, we note that the key of nBIA lies on the gen-
eralization of the definition of an alignment block to a com-
munication system with partial connectivity. If a user can be
served by transmit antennas, then an alignment block for
this user consists of symbol extensions over which it can re-
ceive distinguishable data streams. At the same time, these
beams are only aligned into one dimension at all users subject5
Fig. 5. S-Block 1 of the nBIA scheme. (a) S-Block 1 of the nBIA scheme for
a symmetric cellular scenario with partial connectivity. Block1 is shown
in Fig. 6. (b) Block 1 of the cBIA scheme for transmission to the shared
users.
to interference. On one hand, to decode distinguishable data
streams, the channel state of user has to switch through dif-
ferent modes, one per symbol extension of the alignment block.
As was seen in the toy example and as is described in [7], to
align the aforementioned beams into one dimension at all users
subject to interference, their channel state has to be maintained
constant over the symbol extensions that form the align-
ment block of the desired user . The data streams intended to
a specific user need only be aligned into one dimension at those
users where the power of the interference created by the afore-
mentioned data streams is high enough, and therefore cannot be
treated as noise.
B. The Network BIA Scheme
We now describe the nBIA scheme for the general symmetric
scenario of a partially connected network. First, an sBIA scheme
is implemented by each BS to send data to its set of private
users. As shown in [7], this strategy allows each private user to
remove interference caused by transmission to all other private
users in its cell. The sBIA scheme is reused by all BSs
owing to the partial connectivity. Furthermore, all BSs of the
system jointly implement a cBIA scheme to send data to the
shared users of the system and to let them cancel the interfer-
ence among them. Finally, to obtain the supersymbol shown in
Fig. 5(a), the two schemes are combined appropriately in order
to remove the interference that the transmission of data to pri-
vate users causes to the shared users and vice-versa.
1) Design of S-Block 1 of nBIA: We first consider the design
of Block 1 of the supersymbol of the nBIA scheme, which will
be denoted as Super-Block 1 (S-Block 1). It comprises
symbol extensions. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the
symbol extensions of the shared users are formed concatenating
Blocks 1 of a cBIA scheme for users (see
Fig. 5(b)). As plotted in Fig. 6(a), the building block of is
formed by sub-blocks comprising symbol
extensions. During the -th sub-block, ,
the receiver of maintains the -th reconfigurable mode.
Fig. 6. Building blocks of the private and the shared users. (a) Building block
of shared user . (b) Building block of private user .
Fig. 7. Structure of S-Block 1 when and in a two-cell
scenario where each BS is equipped with antennas.




As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), Block-1 of the private users is
closely based on Block 1 of a cBIA scheme aimed at transmit-
ting to users using antennas. The mode of is pe-
riodic with the building block shown in Fig. 6(b), which is re-
peated times to form S-Block 1. The building
block is now composed of sub-blocks, each with length
, where . As in the sub-blocks
associated with , the -th mode is used in the -th sub-
block, . This way, during each Block 1 of
Fig. 5(b), each private user maintains a fixed mode. Hence, the




For instance, in a two-cell scenario where and
S-Block 1 has the form shown in Fig. 7. 6
2) Transmission Strategy and Beamforming Matrices for
S-Block 1: The key for the design of the beamforming matrices
is to create alignment blocks that take into account the partial
connectivity of the network. Each alignment block of a shared
or private user corresponds to one block column in the corre-
sponding beamforming matrix. Since each shared user is
served by all BSs, i.e., antennas, each block column of its
beamforming matrix is obtained by placing an identity
matrix, , at the rows corresponding to the symbol extensions
of the alignment block. The remaining blocks are filled with
zero matrices, . To obtain the signals transmitted
from the BSs to shared user , the beamforming matrix is
multiplied by
where
and contains the symbols transmitted from BS
to during alignment block .
The same procedure is applied to obtain the beamformingma-
trix for each private user at any cell . However, is only
served by the antennas of BS . Recall that the signals
transmitted by BSs do not contain data intended to any private
user . Therefore, each block column of the beam-
forming matrix is formed as for the shared users. However, to
obtain the signals transmitted from the BSs to the corre-
sponding beamforming matrix is multiplied by
and .
To maintain the data beams of one alignment block distin-
guishable at the user for which they are intended, the channel be-
tween the transmit antennas and the user should change at each
symbol extension of each alignment block. Moreover, during
these symbol extensions, each of the affected users shouldmain-
tain a constant channel so that interference be aligned. As is
shown in Sections IV-B3 and IV-B4, in S-Block 1 both decod-
ability and interference alignment requirements can be satisfied
by using groups. Each group consists of the first or
symbol extensions of the alignment block of a shared or
private user, respectively. In particular, we can group the -th
symbol extension in each one of the sub-blocks within
one building block as shown in Fig. 6(a) for shared user .
Since each sub-block consists of symbol exten-
sions, a total of groups can be built within one
building block. As was mentioned above, each of these groups
will be associated with a specific alignment block of . Simi-
larly, as shown in Fig. 6(b), for private user , the -th symbol
extension in each of the sub-blocks of one building block
can be grouped. Since each sub-block of is now composed
of symbol extensions, a total of
groups can be formed within one building block. Recalling that
S-Block 1 of consists of building
blocks of symbol extensions, the -th group in the
-th building block of comprises symbol extensions
(16)
where and
Analogously, taking into account that S-Block 1 of
is formed by building blocks
of symbol extensions, the -th group in its -th




For instance, particularizing to our illustrative scenario with




Each private user has 5 groups formed by 2 symbol extensions.
Specifically, for both private users these groups are formed
by the pairs of symbol extensions
and . On the contrary, shared user has two groups,
each composed of 5 symbol extensions, i.e., and
.
3) Achieving Decodability and Interference Alignment at the
SharedUsers: First, recall that the channel switching pattern for
each shared user is created by concatenating iden-
tical Blocks 1 associated with a cBIA scheme aimed at transmit-
ting data to users. This way, based on the results in [7], it
is straightforward to show that each group of each user
is formed by symbol extensions over which the mode
of its antenna changes while the mode of all other shared users
remains constant. Consequently, the data sent by all BSs to each
user over each of its alignment blocks can be decoded and
the interference induced to the other shared users is aligned into
one dimension of their signal space.
Note that the private users are also subject to interference be-
cause of the data sent by the BSs to the shared users. To also
align this interference, the data streams sent to a shared
user over one of its groups also need to be contained into one
dimension at all private users. As is also shown in Figs. 5(a)7
Fig. 8. Building blocks of the private and shared users. (a) The building blocks
of shared users and . (b) The building blocks of private users
and .
and 8(a), the channel mode of all private users does not change
during an entire Block 1 of shared users. Moreover, recall that
each group of shared user is composed of symbols within
a specific building block, which belongs to one of the Blocks 1
of . Hence, within each group of any shared user the
reconfigurable modes of the antennas of all private users remain
the same. In conclusion, the interference caused by transmission
to during each one of its groups is aligned into one dimen-
sion at all private users.
4) Achieving Decodability and Interference Alignment at the
Private Users: We now concentrate on the private users. First,
we check that the channel state of each private user changes
at each symbol extension within any of its groups. Note that
(17) specifies the symbol extensions of the -th group in the -th
building block of private user . Now, it can be easily seen
that, for all , the modulus of these
symbol extensions with yields
(19)
with . Hence,
from (15), the channel states of are
during
the symbol extensions that form each one of its groups.
Next, we focus on proving that the interference caused by the
transmission to private user is aligned into one dimension
at the signal space of the other private users in cell . First,
consider private users . Note that the remainder of
the division of the symbol extensions in (17) by is
the same, i.e., , for a specific group in
the -th building block of and any .
Hence, from (15), within each group of , the channel state
of all other private users remains constant. Now,
consider private users . Notice that the lengths of
the sub-blocks of the private users in S-Block 1 are larger than
, i.e., the length of a building block associated
with private user . Hence, since the boundaries of the
building blocks of are aligned with those of the sub-blocks
of (see Fig. 8(b)), the channels
of this last sub-group of private users are the same within each
group of . Therefore, from the structure of S-Block 1 we
can conclude that the data streams transmitted over the
symbol extensions of the -th group of user are aligned
into one dimension at all other private users of cell .
Ultimately, we show that interference caused by transmission
to user is also aligned at the private users of the other cells
as well as at the shared users. Due to partial con-
nectivity, we only need to verify that for each group of users
the channel state of all shared users remains constant. Consider
any shared user and the symbol extensions in (17), which
form the -th group in the -th building block of . Since
is an integer multiple of , the remainders of the in-
dices of the symbol extensions in (17) divided by
are the same, i.e., . Consequently, from (14),
within each group of , the channel state of any user
is constant. Hence, the requirements of decodability and align-
ment are satisfied in each group of each private user.
As explained previously, the transmission of data from BS
, to its private users does not impose any constraints
on the design of the channel pattern and the beamforming of
private user . Thus, private users can reuse
the same beamforming matrix and the same channel pattern in
S-Block 1 when receiving data from their corresponding BSs.
This can be seen in our illustrative scenario in (18) and Fig. 7.
More generally, the same fact can be verified in Fig. 5(a) and in
(17) where the symbol extensions of the groups associated with
private users are the same. As a result, not only are
the data beams transmitted within each group of one private
user aligned into one dimension at each shared user, but
also all data beams transmitted to all private users
within each group specified in (17) are projected into the same
single dimension at each shared user.
5) Design of S-Block 2: From the design of S-Block-1 and
the corresponding beamforming matrices, we can undertake the
design of the switching pattern of all users during Block 2 of the
nBIA scheme, which will be called Super-Block 2 (S-Block 2).
The purpose of S-Block 2 is to complete the alignment blocks of
all users so that each user can decode the data received along its
groups and cancel the interference caused by the transmission of
data to other users during S-Block 1. From (16) notice that the
number of alignment blocks associated with each shared user is
equal to . Consequently, to complete
the alignment blocks of the shared users, a total of
(20)
symbol extensions are needed in S-Block 2. As shown in
Fig. 9, these symbol extensions are
, where
is the length of S-Block 1. Within the aforementioned symbol
extensions, sub-block
(21)
with , provides the last symbol extensions
of the alignment blocks of . In particular, each symbol ex-
tension specified in (21) constitutes the last element of the -th
alignment block of . Hence, in order to be able to decode the
signals of interest over the alignment block, user employs
the -th preset mode during each symbol extension in (21).
This way, if the BSs repetitively transmit
within each symbol extension of the -th alignment block of
, the user can decode after removing the interference.
Since the interference caused by the first transmis-
sions of during the -th group of in S-Block 1 is8
Fig. 9. S-Block 2 of the nBIA supersymbol.
aligned into one dimension at all other shared and private users,
zero forcing can be applied to remove it. Due to the fact that
only , is transmitted during each
symbol extension of (21), any shared user and all
private users can measure the interference caused by the
transmission of . Therefore, they can subtract the inter-
ference received in S-Block 1 if, during the symbol extensions
given in (21), they maintain the same channel state as the one
used during the -th alignment group of . From (16) notice




and . Consequently, during the -th
symbol extension specified in (21) the channel state of shared
users equals
whereas the channel state for all private users is
with and given in (14) and (15), respectively.
Next, we consider the design of S-Block 2 for the private
users. As we have seen in (17), the number of alignment blocks
per private user equals . Due to the partial
connectivity, BSs and can transmit simultaneously the data
associated with a specific alignment block of and ,
respectively, without interfering with each other. Thus, one
symbol extension of S-Block 2 can be reused by private users
to complete one of their alignment blocks. Thus,
since there are private users per cell, a total of
(23)
symbol extensions are needed in S-Block 2 for all private users.
In order not to create any interference, similar to the symbol ex-
tensions of S-Block 2 for the shared users, each BS only trans-
mits data to one specific user in its cell. However, this time the
BSs do not transmit data to a specific shared user. Instead, each
BS only transmits data to a specific private user during
each of the symbol extensions. As shown in Fig. 9, the
symbol extensions of S-Block 2 are
. Within these symbol extensions,
the sub-block
(24)
, provides the last symbol extensions of the
alignment blocks of private users . Hence, during
each symbol extension in (24) the private users have to keep the
-th preset mode. This way, if each BS applies a repetition
code to send during each symbol extension
within the -th alignment block of , each user at
any cell can use the signals received during its -th alignment
block to decode .
Continuing the design of the symbol extensions of S-Block
2, notice that the simultaneous transmission of
during the -th group of private users are aligned
into the same single dimension of the signal space of each shared
user . Hence, to remove the interference caused by these
transmissions, can apply zero forcing based on the interfer-
ence signal measured in S-Block 2. To do so, the preset mode
of during the -th symbol extension in (24) has to be equal
to the mode of during the -th alignment group of private
users , which consists of symbol extensions
(25)
with and
. Mathematically, during the -th
symbol extension in (24) the channel state of equals
, where is given
in (14).
Due to the fact that the transmitted during the symbol
extensions of S-Block 1 are aligned into one dimension at the
signal space of any private user , each private user
of cell can apply the same technique as shared user to
remove the interference caused by the transmission of .
Specifically, at private user , the interference is re-
moved by applying zero forcing based on the signal received
during the -th symbol extension in (24) with the mode of its an-
tenna equal to , where
is given in (15). Finally, due to the partial connectivity, the
transmission of to any private user at cell does not
interfere with the communication between BS and any user
at cell . As a result, users do not need9
Fig. 10. Alternative design of S-Block 1 of the nBIA supersymbol.
to cancel the interference caused by the transmission of data to
during S-Block 1.
C. Achievable Degrees of Freedom
With the nBIA scheme, each shared user achieves
DoF per alignment block, whereas each private user at-
tains DoF per alignment block. Since the total number
of alignment blocks of each shared user is equal to
in the supersymbol
of the nBIA scheme, a total of DoF per su-
persymbol are achieved for each shared user. Following a
similar reasoning and recalling that each private user employs
alignment blocks per super-
symbol, a total DoF are attained by each private
user in a supersymbol. Thus, since the length of the super-
symbol equals symbol extensions where
is the number of symbol extensions in
S-Block 2 (see Figs. 5(a), (b) and 9), when nBIA is used for
the symmetric scenario the achievable sum DoF per symbol
extension are
(26)
As will be shown in Section V, the sum DoF per symbol exten-
sion achieved by nBIA for the symmetric scenario is equal to
the information-theoretic sum-DoF outer bound.
Remark 1: An alternative design of the supersymbol of the
nBIA scheme can also be obtained. As shown in Fig. 10, a Block
1 associated with an sBIA scheme aimed at transmitting data to
users is repeated times to construct S-Block
1 for the private users of each cell . For the shared users,
S-Block 1 is formed by augmenting the length of the sub-blocks
that form Block 1 of a cBIA scheme for a system with
shared users and transmit antennas. This time, the length of
the sub-block of a shared user equals
symbol extensions. Similarly to S-Block 2 of Fig. 9, the alterna-
tive design for S-Block 2 is obtained by completing the align-
ment blocks whose groups form S-Block 1. It can be easily ver-
ified that the same DoF as in (26) can also be achieved by the
alternative structure of the supersymbol.
V. INFORMATION-THEORETIC SUM-DOF OUTER BOUND OF
THE CELLULAR SCENARIO WITH PARTIAL CONNECTIVITY
In this section we derive an outer bound for the sum DoF.
The bound applies to the general partially connected network
of Fig. 1, where the number of private users in each cell may
be different. The proof is developed along the lines of [17]. In
the symmetric case where the number of private users is the
same in all cells, this bound is the same as the DoF that are
achieved by the proposed nBIA scheme of Section IV; therefore,
the scheme is DoF-optimal. For simplicity, the two-cell scenario
is considered. However, the proof can be easily extended to the
case of BSs.
Consider two BSs equipped with and antennas,
which transmit to and private users, respec-
tively, while shared users are served simultaneously
by both BSs. The messages and the rates of the users in
cell are denoted as
and , respectively; the mes-
sages and the rates of the shared users are denoted as
and ,
respectively. Accordingly, we express the sum rate as
.
We also define the message sets
with , and
Consider private user in cell 1, who desires message
. In particular, consider random realizations of
this user, each corresponding to a different realization of the
channel. Because there is no CSIT, and we require reliable de-
coding (probability of error approaching zero), each realization
of the user should also have probability of error approaching
zero. According to (1) the signal received by the -th realiza-
tion of user at time can be written as
(27)
where and the i.i.d Gaussian noise terms
have been normalized to have unit variance.
Applying Fano’s inequality to codebooks spanning channel
uses, we have
(28)
where is the total transmit power constraint at each BS. Since
this is true for every , in (29) at the bottom
of the next page we add the inequalities corresponding to all
realizations. For steps (30)–(32), shown at the bottom of
the next page, we use
and the independence between any pair
of messages. To justify step (32)–(33), also at the bottom of
the next page, first note that from we have
linear equations in the transmitted symbols
, each subject to additive noise whose vari-
ance does not depend on . Since the channel realizations are
random, these linear equations are almost surely linearly inde-
pendent, i.e., one can recover from these equations, subject
to noise distortion. However, from and noise the messages10
intended for the users in cell 1 that originate at BS 1 can be re-
covered. Thus, the remaining uncertainty is just due to noise,
which is no more that per channel use. Moreover, in
(32)–(33) we use the fact that conditioning cannot increase the
entropy.
Proceeding similarly for private user in cell 2,
(34)
Adding (32) and (34), we obtain (35)–(36). Step (35)–(36)
is justified as follows. From and
we have generic linear
equations (subject to noise distortion), which are almost
surely linearly independent and can therefore be solved to
recover input symbols from both BSs, subject to
noise distortion. Thus, we can recover all messages within an




Replacing and with any private users and
in (36), respectively, after dividing by , taking first the
limit and then the limit , a rearranging of the
terms yields the following DoF outer bound
(37)
where . Adding all these bounds, after
other rearrangement we obtain
(38)
Next, consider the first shared user, who wants the message
. Also consider realizations of this
user. For any realization , starting from Fano’s inequality, we
go through a similar series of steps, as follows
(39)
Adding the bounds for all realizations,
(40)
Hence, we obtain the DoF outer bound
(41)








Fig. 11. Asymmetric toy example. BS 1 and BS 2 transmit to and
, respectively, and both transmit to shared user.
The final DoF outer bounds that we need are (38) and (42).
Specialized to the symmetric setting where
and , we have the sum-DoF outer bound
(43)
This linear program is easily solved to obtain the sum-DoF
bound
(44)
which is achieved when
(45)
Note that this is exactly the same DoF achieved by the nBIA
scheme proposed in Section IV for symmetric cellular networks
whereas the number of private users is the same at each cell.
VI. ASYMMETRIC PARTIALLY CONNECTED
CELLULAR NETWORKS
So far, a symmetric scenario has been considered. In this sec-
tion, the nBIA scheme is extended to asymmetric cellular net-
works where the number of private users can be different at each
cell. It will be shown that there exist some settings for which
the proposed extension achieves the sum-DoF outer bound of
Section V. However, this is not generally the case, and there-
fore, the DoF optimality of the proposed approach for asym-
metric cellular networks is still an open problem.
For illustrative purposes, we consider a toy example where
and (see Fig. 11).
By solving the optimization problem of (37) and (41), the outer
bound is 2.5 DoF. The supersymbol of the nBIA scheme of
Section IV is shown in Fig. 12. Each private user exploits 3
alignment blocks, which provide DoF each, whereas
the shared user attains DoF during 10 symbol exten-
sions. Therefore, the proposed scheme attains DoF in total,
which is below the outer bound.
In Fig. 12, the pairs of symbol extensions and
constitute alignment blocks of private user . During
each of the aforementioned alignment blocks, private user
achieves 2 DoF. Moreover, symbol extension is used by
Fig. 12. Supersymbol for the asymmetric scenario with
and . Dashed lines represent the idle slots that can be
used for transmission of .
to remove the interference caused by the transmission to
the shared user . Note also that symbol extensions ,
which are employed by BS 1 to transmit to and complete
its alignment blocks, are used by shared user in order to
remove the interference caused by the transmission from BS 1
to user . On the contrary, symbol extensions are
idle for private user since it is not subject to interference
caused by the transmission to , and therefore, does not need
to remove it. We can devise a virtual user , which is the same
physical user as . Since no changes are required at BS 1, we
only consider transmission of BS 2. Taking virtual user into




The private users and served by BS 1 are not subject
to interference by the transmission of BS 2 to . The shared
user can measure the sum of interference from transmission to
both and during symbol extensions and re-
move it from symbol extensions . Note that, since only12
Fig. 13. Supersymbol for asymmetric scenario with
and . Dashed lines represent the idle slots that can be
used for transmission of .
the sum of the interference terms caused by the transmission
to and can be measured, this scheme requires to re-
transmit the symbols not only during symbol ex-
tensions , but also during symbol extensions ,
respectively. Furthermore, transmission of BS 2 to private user
is carried out using the nBIA scheme of Section IV. How-
ever, private user is now subject to interference caused by
the transmission from BS 2 to virtual user during symbol
extensions . In order to remove it, private user only
needs to measure it during symbol extensions with the
same channel mode as in symbol extensions , respec-
tively. After removing this interference, the DoF attained by
are not affected.
During symbol extensions , BS 2 only transmits to
. Additionally, due to the partial connectivity of the network,
notice that virtual user is not subject to interference caused
by the transmission from BS 1 to private user . Hence, the
virtual user attains 3 additional DoF, one per symbol extension.
Since the supersymbol consists of 10 slots, an improvement of
DoF is achieved compared to the DoF achieved by the
nBIA scheme of Section IV. As a result, by adding the virtual
user, the outer bound is attained.
Next, we consider the same scenario as in Fig. 11, but now
with antennas per BS. After solving the optimization
problem (37) and (41) for this setting, we can check that the DoF
outer bound is DoF. The supersymbol of the nBIA scheme
of Section IV is shown in Fig. 13. If we implement the beam-
forming matrices of Section IV, symbol extensions
of user are idle. Therefore, as in the previous toy example,
we can design new beamforming matrices that include trans-
mission to a virtual user in order to get an additional DoF
during each idle symbol extension. This way, the 3 private users
achieve 3 DoF in each of the 10 alignment blocks plus 10 addi-
tional DoF for virtual user , which is the same physical user
as . Additionally, shared user achieves 6 DoF in each
of the 4 alignment blocks. In other words, the scheme attains
DoF, which is only DoF below the outer bound. On the
contrary, since cBIA does not leverage the partial connectivity
of the system, it only achieves DoF.
For the general case, the construction of the supersymbol
is the same as in an symmetric setting where
with . S-Block 1 consists of




alignment blocks during which the nBIA scheme of Section IV
is applied. Moreover,
additional DoF are attained by taking advantage of the idle slots
of S-Block 2. To do so, as in the toy examples, the beamforming
matrices have to be modified in order to include transmission
to virtual users. The sum DoF per symbol extension that are
attained by the extension of the nBIA to the asymmetric setting
are given by (47), shown at the bottom of the page.
VII. ACHIEVABLE RATES
So far, this work has focused on the high SNR regime and on
the achievable DoF. To complement the previous sections, we
derive closed-form expressions for the achievable rates of the
nBIA scheme in the symmetric scenario for finite SNR. Expres-
sions for the asymmetric scenario can be derived using the same
procedure.
Due to the symmetry of the setting with respect to the private
users, we analyze one alignment block of private user . For
simplicity, the index refers to the position of the symbol exten-
sion in the alignment block of . First, recall that the super-
symbol of has alignment blocks, each formed by
symbol extensions. The first symbol extensions are
contained in S-Block 1 and are subject to interference from the
signals sent to private and shared users. On the
contrary, the last symbol extensions of the alignment blocks are
in S-Block 2, are free of interference and are used to achieve
decodability and measure the interference. Furthermore, since
the beamforming matrix and the pattern of the channel modes
(47)
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are reused by the private users across the cells, the interfer-
ence due to transmission to users with
is also removed together with the interference generated by
the transmission to . However, due to the reuse, the trans-
mission to user generates a weak interference term that




where is the relative power of the signal of BS re-
ceived at user taking the power of the signal received from
BS as reference, i.e., . In (48),
contains
the channel coefficients between and BS normalized by
and is the noise vector after inter-
ference subtraction. Consequently, the -th element of
is , while
(49)
for any . From now on, we will assume
that the noise terms and are independent and
that for all
and .
Since the length of S-Block 1 is
and each BS serves users at each slot,
symbols are sent over S-Block 1.
On the other hand, to allow decodability and interference can-
cellation, S-Block 2 provides an additional symbol extension
per alignment block in an orthogonal fashion. Since there are
and alignment blocks per private and per shared
users, respectively, to exploit the partial connectivity each BS
needs to transmit symbols during S-Block 2. There-
fore, assuming equal power transmission to each stream, the al-
located power per symbol is given by (50), shown at the bottom
of the page.2 Moreover, since each supersymbol contains
alignment blocks per private user (see (23)), the ratio of align-
ment blocks per private user over the total number of slots is
(51)
2 Another alternative is to use the scheme of [12] that assigns equal power in
each slot.




Similarly, to obtain the rate expression for the shared users,
recall that each alignment block of is made up of symbol
extensions. The first symbol extensions are subject to in-
terference by the signals sent to private users and
shared users, whereas the last slot is free of inter-
ference. In this case, BIA codes are not reused among shared
users, and therefore interference from transmission to the pri-
vate and the remaining shared users can be canceled entirely.





contains the coefficients of the channel between user and
the antennas for mode denotes the relative
power of the signal of BS received at user taking the
power of the signal received from BS 1 as reference, i.e.,
, and is the noise vector after zero
forcing, whose structure is similar to . Notice that the first
terms are subject to a noise increment
due to interference subtraction, while the -th term only
contains the noise term .
The power allocated to each symbol is also given by (50).
Moreover, alignment blocks are used to transmit to
each shared user (see (20)). Hence, the ratio of alignment blocks




Fig. 14. Achievable DoF over a symmetric partially connected network.
, and .




The achievable DoF for different transmission schemes over
a symmetric partially connected network are depicted in Fig. 14.
A two-cell scenario where each BS is equipped with an-
tennas is assumed; there are 3 private users per each shared user
in each cell, i.e., in the first iteration and
. As expected, the proposed nBIA scheme achieves the
information theoretic outer bound of Section V. In contrast, al-
though the DoF grow with the number of users, the performance
of cBIA is inferior due to the lack of connectivity. Besides, since
in the augmented code solution proposed in [14] the shared users
are not subject to intercell interference, the scheme attains more
DoF compared to the case where sBIA is implemented in each
cell. However, its performance is inferior to the proposed nBIA
scheme.
The length of the supersymbols of the different transmis-
sion schemes is shown in Fig. 15 for the same parameters as in
Fig. 14. As can be seen, the implementation of cBIA requires a
prohibitive supersymbol length. On the other hand, the shortest
supersymbol corresponds to an independent implementation of
the sBIA scheme at each cell, which does not deal with the inter-
cell interference. The proposed nBIA scheme has an acceptable
supersymbol length with similar slope as sBIA and augmented
code. This advantage is more remarkable taking into account the
DoF achieved by nBIA in comparison with other schemes.
In Fig. 16 we show the achievable DoF for an asymmetric
two-cell scenario where one cell contains times the private
users of the other cell. As pointed out in Section VI, the nBIA
Fig. 15. Comparison of the supersymbol length. , and
.
Fig. 16. Achievable DoF for an asymmetric partially connected network.
, and .
scheme does not always achieve the outer bound of Section V.
However it is close to the sum-DoF outer bound. Moreover, it
can be seen that nBIA attains more DoF than other schemes.3 In
contrast with nBIA, cBIA attains significantly fewer DoF since
it does not exploit the lack of full connectivity.
The achievable sum rate of the users in each cell, i.e.,
in a two-cell scenario is plotted in Fig. 17. Each BS
is equipped with antennas that serve a fixed number of
private users, . The transmission power is fixed at 25 dB
and the average Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) is assumed
to be 10 dB and 2 dB for the private and the shared users, re-
spectively. The nBIA scheme achieves a larger sum rate than
the other schemes. Furthermore, the sum rate increases with the
number of shared users. Notice that the cBIA scheme achieves
a poor sum rate in comparison with the other schemes because
many interference terms have to be subtracted. In comparison
with augmented code and sBIA, it can be seen that nBIA has
3Since augmented code was devised for symmetric networks, its performance
is not depicted. 15
Fig. 17. Average achievable sum rates per cell versus the number of shared
users . The SNR is fixed to 25 dB for all users, whereas the average SIR is
10 dB and 2 dB for private and shared users, respectively. ,
and .
better performance, especially when the number of shared users,
, is large.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this work a novel Blind Interference Alignment scheme
based on reconfigurable antennas is developed for cellular net-
works with partial connectivity. The proposed scheme allows
removal of all intracell and intercell interference without any
knowledge of the channel state information at the transmitter.
For symmetric settings where the number of private users per
cell is the same, this scheme achieves the information theo-
retic Degrees-of-Freedom bound, which is larger than the DoF
achieved when employing a fully cooperative blind interference
alignment scheme over a fully connected network. Moreover, it
is also shown that the proposed scheme can be DoF optimal for
some asymmetric settings. This improvement in performance
is achieved by appropriately combining two blind interference
alignment schemes corresponding to the private and the shared
users in a way that leverages the partial connectivity. Further-
more, a considerable reduction of the supersymbol length is at-
tained in comparison with the fully cooperative scheme, ren-
dering the scheme more robust to temporal and frequency vari-
ations of the channel.
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